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Abstract

This themed issue reflects current developments in instructional design for powerful electronic learning environments. It presents a compilation of contributions to a combined special interest group (sig) meeting (2006) of Instructional Design and Learning and Instruction with Computers. Both sigs are part of the European Association for Research on Learning and Instruction (EARLI). The sig-meeting focused on the design of powerful electronic learning environments for complex learning. The articles in this issue describe how to design support to help learners during complex individual or collaborative learning. This introduction provides the context for the issue and a short overview of the contributions.
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Modern curricula are increasingly making use of powerful electronic learning environments to facilitate complex learning. Such environments stimulate active learning - knowledge construction by learners based on their cognitive and social activities in meaningful contexts (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1988) - by giving learners control over an environment containing varied information resources such as texts, auditory fragments, and animations (Merrill, 2002; Reigeluth, 1999; van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2001) and realistic learning tasks such as simulations and games. These environments enable a qualitatively different way of learning compared to traditional learning environments (i.e., traditional classes and textbooks).

In contrast to the traditional learning environments that usually offer compartmentalized (i.e., practice knowledge, skills and attitudes separately), and fragmented (i.e., part-task practice of subskills) learning tasks, powerful learning environments provide realistic, authentic learning tasks that are characterized by integration (i.e., training knowledge, skills and attitudes simultaneously), and coordination (i.e., whole-task practice of constituent subskills). Such realistic learning tasks help learners transfer what is learned to situations outside school (van Merriënboer, 1997). In addition, modern environments allow for learning in a non-linear fashion by giving learners more control over their own learning. Learners are enabled to select information, tasks, instructional formats (e.g., video, audio, graphic, or text), interface properties, and content (e.g., examples, analogies) in their preferred order and at their own pace (Merrill & David, 1994).

This development in instructional design makes learning more difficult. Realistic, authentic learning tasks put a higher burden on the cognitive capacity of learners than compartmentalized and fragmented learning tasks and a high level of learner control over the instructional material requires a high level of self-regulation ability and domain expertise from them. However, an emphasis on integration and coordination of knowledge, skills and attitudes during practice pays off in a higher transfer performance (for an overview see van Merriënboer & Kester, 2006; van Merriënboer, Kester & Paas, 2006). Moreover, putting learners in control of their own learning is believed to help them ‘learn how to learn’ (Merrill & David, 1994) and increases their motivation to engage in activities relevant for learning (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan, 1991; Corbalan, Kester & van Merriënboer, 2006).
Because of these discrepancies, it is necessary to carefully consider the role of guidance and support in the design of powerful electronic learning environments to balance the pros and cons of an integrated, coordinated approach to practice with learner control over instructional material.

Realistic learning tasks

An integrated and coordinated approach to practice design results in the development of realistic, authentic learning tasks that give learners the opportunity to simultaneously acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for successful performance. Such tasks are characterized by a high element interactivity, this means that a learner has to process several learning elements simultaneously in order to achieve a sufficient performance on the task (Sweller, van Merriënboer, & Paas, 1998; van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005). Compartmentalized and fragmented learning tasks are often characterized by a low element interactivity which allows learners to serially process several learning elements for sufficient performance. Since working memory is severely limited with regard to the maximum number of simultaneously active elements it can hold (Cowan, 2001), it is clear that realistic learning tasks demand more cognitive capacity than tasks with a low element interactivity. If a realistic task is too complex, as indicated by its element interactivity, working memory could be overloaded which hampers learning (Sweller, 1988). To avoid this, one could either reduce the amount of element interactivity without loosing the realistic aspects of the learning task or add support to the learning task.

First, the amount of element interactivity may be initially reduced by simplifying the tasks, after which more and more elements and interactions are added (i.e., a part-whole approach). So, such a task sequence begins with the simplest version of a task that is still representative of the task as a whole and ends with the most complex version of this task (Reigeluth, 1999). For example, learners start studying the anatomy and functioning of the circulatory system on an organ level (e.g., heart, blood vessels, arteries), and end studying the circulatory system on a cell level (e.g., red/white corpuscles, trombocytes). Or, the task may be immediately presented in its full complexity while the element interactivity is reduced by having the learner take more and more interacting elements into account when performing it (i.e., a whole-part approach). During a first driving lesson, for example,
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Learners drive a car in traffic but they only have to steer and brake while during the last lesson they have to independently operate the car.

In addition to or apart from these measures to lower the element interactivity of a learning task one could add support to it to avoid cognitive overload and help learners manage task complexity. Seufert, Jänen and Brünken, and Munneke, Andriessen, Kanselaar and Kirschner added graphical support to facilitate learning from complex tasks in powerful electronic learning environments. In their article “The impact of intrinsic cognitive load on the effectiveness of graphical help for coherence formation”, Seufert and colleagues describe three studies that investigated the effect of graphical support on learning material with a high element interactivity. Inter-representational hyperlinks – hyperlinks that display connections between representations when clicked on – were used to help learners mentally integrate multiple representations (e.g., text, pictures, graphic organizers) that are mutually referring. The effectiveness of this support in relation to the learners prior knowledge was studied.

The article of Munneke and colleagues titled “Supporting interactive argumentation: Influence of task design on discussing a wicked problem” focuses on graphical support to help groups discuss complex problems in a computer-supported collaborative learning environment. They assumed that graphical support in the form of an argumentative diagram puts a group discussion on a higher plane than support in the form of a text outline. They compared the breadth and depth of the discussions of the diagram groups and the outline groups to verify this assumption.

Huk and Steinke introduce a visualization technique to aid learners during a complex learning task and compare it to graphical support. Their article - “Close-up views and connecting lines as visualization techniques in a complex learning task: Evidence for the structure mapping effect” – describes the effect of zooming in and out between cell and cell organelles as compared to connecting lines between cell and respective technical term (see also Seufert et al.) on learning in a hypermedia learning environment. Both techniques aim at directing learners’ attention to relevant aspects of a picture during a narrated explanation of that picture and it is examined which one is most beneficial for learning.

Learner control over instructional material
Research shows that the intrinsic motivation to learn increases when the locus of control over instructional material is transferred from an instructional agent (e.g., teachers, computers) to the learner (Kinzie, Sullivan, & Berdel, 1988; Reeve, Hamm, & Nix, 2003). This results in a more satisfactory learning experience which ultimately leads to an improved academic performance. In other words, learner control is an essential aspect of effective learning (Gray, 1987; Lawless & Brown, 1997; Lou, Abrami, & d'Apollonia, 2001). However, other research indicates that learners with the highest degree of learner control learned the least (Fry, 1992). So, although learner control has undeniable positive effects on motivation, its effect on learning outcomes is equivocal.

It appears that self-regulation ability and level of expertise mediate the effects of learner control on learning outcomes. Research of Hofer, Yu and Pintrich (1998) indicates that most learners have difficulty self-regulating their own learning. In addition, domain novices possess weak domain-specific cognitive schemata. They usually do not have a good impression of what there is to know about a particular learning task (Ormrod, 2004) and therefore cannot determine which information might help them to carry it out. This interferes with their ability to make effective instructional decisions. In a study of Lawless and Kulikowich (1995; as cited in Lawless & Brown, 1997), for example, domain novices focused more on the multimedia material (e.g., sound effects) that was irrelevant for learning than on the presented text that was relevant for learning in a specific e-learning environment. More experienced learners, however, do possess adequate cognitive schemata and therefore are less apt to make ineffective instructional decisions and better able to control their own learning. Because of this, it is believed that as levels of expertise increase through experience, instructional-agent control should diminish in favour of learner control (see for a review, Niemiec, Sikorski, & Walberg, 1996).

So, what support can be offered to help learners self-regulate their learning and optimize the positive effects of learner control in powerful electronic learning environments? The article by Janssen, Erkens and Kanselaar - “Visualization and discussion processes during computer-supported collaborative learning” – reports a visualization technique to support discourse in a computer-supported collaborative learning environment. Their visualization tool called “Shared Space” visualized agreement and debate during an ongoing discussion of “The first four centuries of
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Christianity”. The researchers assumed that such a visualization guides the group learning-process and enhances the quality of the discussion. They compared groups that had a discussion with and without access to the “Shared Space” to find out which discussion-quality aspects were affected by this tool.

Narciss, Proske and Koerndl, and van Berlo, Lowyck and Schaafstal implemented process support in a powerful electronic learning environment and in a computer-based environment respectively to help learners/users regulate their activities. The Narciss and colleagues article – “Promoting self-regulated learning in web-based learning environments” – presents exploratory results on the use of tools that aim at (1) facilitating orientation and navigation (e.g., location, content structure) and (2) promoting active and elaborated learning activities (e.g., note taking, highlighting) and meta-cognitive activities (e.g., progress and task report) in a learner controlled web-based environment. They expect that proper use of these tools will eventually lead to enhanced self-regulated learning.

The article by van Berlo and colleagues, titled “Supporting the instructional design process for team training”, discusses the implementation of specific guidelines in a small design course for team training. These guidelines are intended to help instructional designers regulate their design activities and focus on relevant team-task and -work aspects. They assumed that following the guidelines would improve the resulting team-training blueprint and this was investigated by comparing the training blueprints of designers who had these guidelines to their disposal and those who did not.

Discussion

The discussion article of Clarebout and Elen closes this issue. We hope that the set of articles presented in this themed issue convincingly show that adding adequate support to powerful electronic learning environments help learners become actively involved in their own learning process with beneficial effects on their learning outcomes.
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